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/lPrevention' ftb€s 18-21 Be sure students
acdl that the index for a square
Et expression is 2.

btds€s 65-76 You may need
p remind students that the
lpressions in each final answer
hould contain only positive
lponents.
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To write an expression with rational exponents in simplest form, write er.ery

exponent as a positive number.

Writing Expressions in Simplest Form

i wrir. ( l6y s) +l jn simplest form.

(rey-a;-? : P+r-s1-tr
-8.( ?)

$)wrlt" laxrs;-t in simplest tor*. $

For more practice, see Extra
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@ rractice by Example

# CheckUnderstahdin0

EXERCISES

Example I
(page 379)

Example 2
(page 380)

f,F o, (flit2

W ",(flit6

Example 3
(page 380)

Example 4
(page 381)

Simplify each expression.
1

1.362 6
11

4. I02 .102 10
t1

7.21 .322 8

2
30.83 4

41
34. (32)-s ro

13.

17.

14. v 3 ts. r-i 16. xr.s

rt/ ot lyu,, ro'rs 
or pi,t vx3 or (Vi)g

Write eaCh expres5ion in exponential form.

1!
2.27j 3 3.492 7

11111
5. (-3)r . (-:t: . (-3)3 -36.3: . tD 6

11 11
8.35. 93 3 9.34 .274 3

\Yrite each expression in radical form.

rc.,1f/i r. *l {i D. *? {/x2 o, 1{/rl2n. y3

17. yr':

1/ 
-1318. V-10 (-10)z l9.YiP 72rt zo.{Qif 1zx'fi

u.{? cL

(7xlz

21. [\ -r

22.Y a' a3 zs.({o)z a3
25ff

The optimal height ft of the letters of a message printed on pavement is

the formufa 7, : 0'002Qd2'27. Here d is the distance of the driver from the

and e is the height of the driver's eye above the pavement. All of the

in meters. Find i for the given values of d and e.

26. d:100m,e :1.2m =72.8m 27. d:50m,e -- I.2m *'15.1

28, d : 50m,e -- 2.3m *7,9 m

Simplify each number.

29. d:25m,e:2.3m =1.6

3L 64: 16

35. 41.5 g

2
32. (-8)3 4
36. L615 64

2s' \i' t'

33.

37.
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Example 5
(page 382)

4.+
3xg

or.*

as. xaf,G

E ooo', your Skiils

Dlogists estimate the
rartifacts and fossils by
rponential functions.

i
i

a
\

I

-t2
lnswers may vary,
lample: 4 - 5;,

z(+ - sL),5!

fl chult"ns"

lgeZ-gg+ Exercises
p cube root of -64 is
l, which equals -(64)1.
ie square root of -64 is
It a real number. but

1-

Wlz= -.. a+ - -9.

write each expression in simplest form. Assume that all variables are positive.

3s. ("3)-3 + 3s.(,-+)7 + ao.(z*?)-,

tz. (-ztx-s)i -\ a3. (-zzyt\! -2ys qt.(S) * I

46.(*+y-3)-6 v: 47.(*?y-t)-12 y: ar.(-1)" ,'v'

65. x? . *& ,L
2_!

et.tll ,iri
x2y ,

n.GL.,")1 * *3 %.(*i * *&) .*-i

78. The exponent t applies
only to the 5, not to the
25.

531
68, y1 + yfr Y2

-(#)'#
tr 

-rlr 

t

76. l(VxryiJrl '
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{;.t;.f;.\,& =,.,
= x2, so{? = 1;
frF=V2ll=r?=
,l=1;

'gtt'
k Lesson 0uiz7-4
1. Simplify each expression.

1

a. 1002 10 b. (-64r: -c
2. Write each expression in

radical form.
1 -7aa. x7 vx

b. yt W o' (r?'v)o

c. k1.s r7F or (ru lr)n
,Li

d.a6r-
va

3. A container with curved
sides is 10 ft tall. When
water is in the container
to a depth of h ft, the
number of cubic feet of
water can be approximated
by using the formula
y : 9.9562's. Find the
amount of water in the
container when the depth
of the water is 7.5 ft.
Round to the nearest
hundredth. 327.64ft3

4. Simplify each number.
4

a. (-64)3 256

6. g10.ts 27

5. write (*ili)-a in simptest

form. {
x3

Alternativo llssessment

Have students work in pairs.
Each student should write a new
exercise similar to those in each
exercise group in Practice and
Problem Solving, Section A
(pages 382-383). Students trade
exercises and solve the exercises
that his or her partner wrote.
Students check each other's work
and discuss any discrepancies.

4t s(*1) 1

*(5)u

*(#)" fr
Simplify each number.

.L1
50. (-343)3 -7 5t (-2$)t 4 s2.32\z 64 s3.2431.2 729

s4.6435 2,o97,1s2 st.^Lopit^^ ^^^ ._sd'.32-0.4 I st.64-0.5 I
ss. (-216)-3 s61 'l.Xiifi'1fo"'?;. -e27)-i -t or. *4 ;,

1002

I eZ. Archaeology The ratio R ofradioactive carbon to nonradioactive carbon left
in a sample of an organism that died z years ago can be approximated by the
formula R : A(2.7) -s&. Here.4 is the ratio of radioactive carbon to
nonradioactive carbon in the living organism. what percent of A is left after
2000 years? After 4000 years? After 8000 years? 7go/o,610/o,37o/o

€3' or. Biology The expressio n0.tB6mtris used in the study of fluids. Evaluate the
expression for m : 46 x 104. ffi5.97

€3 on. Physics In the express ion PVI, p represents the pressure and I/ represents the
volume of a sample of a gas. Evaluate the expression for p : 6 and,V :r32.

Simplify each expression. Assume that all variables are positive.
134

66. yz . yIt Y5 67. x? = *# ,l

^(ffi)'#
rc.1(.-i)zli

I _.1

-^ x2y 3'll). 

-

JI
x4y2

1

15x4y6

77. Writing Explain why (-6+)l : _-64t and (e+11 + -64t. See margin.

78. Error Analysis Explain why the following simpliflcation is incorrect.

s(+ - sL):5(4) - 5Gi) = 20 - 2s+:15 seemarsin.
79. a. open-Ended Find three numbers a such tnu, o(+ + sl) i. a rational number.

b. Critical Thinking Are there any rational numbers a such that o(+ * SL) r, u
rational number? no

80. a. Reasoning Show that{ * : lGay usingthe definition of fourthroot.
b. Reasoning Show that W : l4 by rewriting{ f inexponential form.

a-b. See margin.
Exponents that are irrational numbers can be defined so that all the properties of
rational exponents are also true for irrational exponents. Use those properties to
simplify each expression.

u.0v2)v2 4s 82. 3: g e 8 3. { ,zo-ll+ Vf --- Nt, 
-'

84.52\4 . 25-\E 1 85. g# ert s6. b2+\/2)2-\/t g

Lesson 7-4

80a.

b.
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For additional practice with a
wariety of test item formats:. FCAT Praitice, p.419
. Strateg;es, p. 414
. F{AT Daily practice and

Strategies Transparencies

Erercises 88,89 lt may help to
unite each expression in simplest
form with fractional exponents.

pages 382-384 Exercises

98. 15 - 4\,q4

€F tz. weather using data for the effect of temperature and wind on an expos
face, the National Weather Service uses the following formula.

Wind Chill Index : 35.74 + 0.62157 - 35.75y0.16 L, g.4275ry0.1.6

z is the temperature in degrees Fahrenheit and l, is the velocity of the u
miles per hour. Frostbite occurs in about 15 minutes when the wind chill
is about -20. Find the wind speed that produces a wind chill index of - j
when the temperature is 5'F. 33.10 mph

7/\. 
+*at/s*_4F+rc./i

"im. 1o _fr4

1O1.4xt52-X+4)
1t2. t6 + 2)2

10€. (x - 912

1o4. (4a - 3bl@a + sb)

105. (5x - 4yl2

106. (3x + 8)2

Multiple Choice

Short Response

Multiple Choice

s0. t2lx = +
[1] minor error

FCAT Format quiz at
www.PHSchool.com

Web Code: aga-O704

Lesson 7-3

Lesson 5-4

5-4

3

16- 4

ffiwm 2
14391.

B

92.
A

93.
c

94.
A

88. Which expression is NOT equivalent to { qn Z g

a.(+n)tr e.2nl c. efiI
89. Which expression is NOT equivalent to9 Al.rryt U

F. (zxy)3 24
G. (3x);y= a. (zxzya1!

90. What is the value of x if 320.8x : 1? Simplify the answer. See left.

Compare the boxed quantity in Column A with the boxed quantity in
Column B. Choose the best answer.

A. The quantity in Column A is greater.
B. The quantity in Column B is greater.
C. The two quantities are equal.
D. The relationship cannot be determined from the information girm

Column A Column B

E
| 4
| 53

3

32-s

Gnltoo

Simplify. Rationalize all denominators.

ss. 6lG - zl/1 +fE s6.3\48 + 2\/n
e8. (VB - rhlz ss.2;4

Factor each expression. 98-106. See margin.

lll. 4x3 - 8x2 + 1,6x 102. x2 + 4x + 4

104. L6a2 - 9b2 10s.25x2 - 4oxv -r

1

-21\/2 e7.(fs - r,
lrrC100.#

-J - \-

103. x2 - 1&r -
16y2 106. 9"r2 + lsr

D. \/2n

t.9er
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